Understanding and controlling physical aging, that is, the spontaneous temporal evolution of out-of-equilibrium systems, represents one of the greatest tasks in material science. Recent studies have revealed the existence of a complex atomic motion in metallic glasses, with different aging regimes in contrast with the typical continuous aging observed in macroscopic quantities. By combining dynamical and structural synchrotron techniques, here for the first time we directly connect previously identified microscopic structural mechanisms with the peculiar atomic motion, providing a broader unique view of their complexity. We show that the atomic scale is dominated by the interplay between two processes: rearrangements releasing residual stresses related to a cascade mechanism of relaxation, and medium range ordering processes, which do not affect the local density, likely due to localized relaxations of liquid-like regions. As temperature increases, a surprising additional secondary relaxation process sets in, together with a faster medium range ordering, likely precursors of crystallization.
A widespread use of out-of-equilibrium materials is at this day limited by the lack of a detailed understanding of the mechanisms ruling their physical aging. This comprehension is for instance fundamental for a proper exploitation of the outstanding mechanical, physical and chemical properties of metallic glasses (MG) 1, 2 . This goal requires a description of the structural and dynamical changes occurring at the atomic level, which is still missing due to limitations in both experiments and numerical simulations. Many are the X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies which have investigated the subtle structural changes occurring during aging induced by annealings close to the glass transition temperature T g (refs 3-10). The existence of two orthogonal microscopic mechanisms has been highlighted: an irreversible atomic rearrangement, associated with density changes and radial atomic motion observed only in as-cast glasses, quenched with a cooling rate as high as 10 6 K s À 1 (hyper-quenching), and a reversible one, not affecting the density, but changing the short range order, taking place also in glasses annealed above T g . The former process is usually ascribed to 'free volume' or 'structural defects' annihilation 11, 12 . Such structural defects have been described as centres of internal strain due to the trapping of excess empty space during quenching 13 or related to the presence of icosahedral clusters, causing geometrical frustration in the glass 14 or again to density inhomogeneities on the nano-scale 10 .
The recent introduction of X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) for following the atomic motion in hard materials [15] [16] [17] has directly proved the existence of such atomic rearrangements in MG even for temperatures far below T g . The observed dynamics is characterized by an unexpected local ergodicity in the glass with a 'compressed' decay of the density-density correlation function, f(q, t), which strongly disagrees with the typical stretched exponential shape observed in supercooled liquids 18 . A similar behaviour has been recently associated to elastically interacting activated events in yield stress and jammed materials [19] [20] [21] and could be related to the existence of microscopic elastic heterogeneities 22, 23 and atomistic free volume zones 24 . This behaviour suggests the existence of a complex mechanism ruling the atomic dynamics, previously unreported in macroscopic studies 2 or in any current theory for glasses 18, 25 . In addition, all studies performed so far on hyper-quenched MG show that the structural relaxation process displays distinct dynamical regimes at the atomic level and then becomes stationary 16, 26, 27 , even if macroscopically the system is still aging in a continuous way 2,28 (see Supplementary Fig. 1 in Supplementary Note 1 for additional explanation).
To clarify the unique atomic motion of MG, here we combine time-resolved XPCS and high-energy XRD for a thorough investigation of the microscopic structural and dynamical changes occurring during annealing in a rapidly quenched Pd 77 Si 16.5 Cu 6.5 MG (T g ¼ 625 K (ref. 29) ). Our results allow us to uniquely ascribe the distinct features of the atomic motion to an interplay between defects or stresses annihilation and increasing medium range order not involving density changes. We observe also the surprising thermal activation of a secondary relaxation process at high temperature in the decay of the density fluctuations, not reported in previous studies, which appears related to the onset of the crystallization.
Results
Atomic motion. XPCS data were collected at the position of the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP), q 0 ¼ 2.81 Å À 1 , during long subsequent isotherms at selected temperatures below T g . Figure 1a shows intensity-intensity correlation functions measured during annealing at T ¼ 453 K. The decay provides information on the dynamics, being g 2 (t) related to the density fluctuations through g 2 (t) À 1 ¼ c|f(q, t)| 2 , where c is a set-up dependent contrast 27 and f(q, t) the intermediate scattering function. Lines are fits with the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts model g 2 ðtÞ À 1 ¼ c Á f 2 q ðt a ; TÞexp½ À 2ðt=t a ðt a ; TÞÞ bðta;TÞ , where all parameters depend both on temperature and on the annealing time, t a , at any given T: t a (t a ,T) is the structural relaxation time, b(t a ,T) the shape parameter and f q (t a ,T) is the nonergodic plateau of f(q, t) associated to the trapping of the particles in the nearest neighbours cage before their escape during the a relaxation 30 .
The full decorrelation to zero of g 2 À 1 confirms the existence of atomic rearrangements on a scale 2p/q 0 ¼ 2.2 Å. As in refs 16,26 this local ergodicity does not mean that the system relax into an equilibrium state but simply that it can evolve through different microscopic glassy configurations. During the annealing the system ages as signalled by the continuous shift of the decay time towards larger values on increasing t a . This is the fast-aging regime observed also in other hyper-quenched MG (refs 16,26,27) ; for all To513 K t a increases exponentially during the isotherm while abruptly decreases during T changes due to the increasing thermal motion ( Fig. 1b ). For each T, its behaviour can be described by the empirical law t a (t a ,T) ¼ t 0 (T)exp(t a /t*), with t*B6,000 s almost T independent and close to previous reports 16, 26 . At T ¼ 513 K the aging abruptly stops even if the system is still far from T g (T/T g ¼ 0.82), t a (t a ,T) remains constant, and the glass enters a second stationary regime where the correlation functions still decay without however exhibiting any dependence on t a on the probed experimental timescale.
Both dynamical regimes firmly contrast with the steady aging of macroscopic quantities in glasses 2, 28 . While the fast aging has been previously reported for jammed soft materials 20 , the second one is completely at odds with previous works 18 . Interestingly, the crossover between the two aging regimes is here accompanied by a sudden reduction of the shape parameter b(t a ,T) from 1.82 ± 0.09 for To513 K to 1.31 ± 0.08 at T ¼ 513 K (Fig. 1c ). In the optics of a stress dominated dynamics, as the one characterized by compressed (b41) correlation functions 16 , this decrease can be viewed as an abrupt release of internal stresses or defect annihilation 12 stored in the system at low T and it is indeed in agreement with the occurrence of a dynamical transition.
Even more interesting is the temperature dependence of the initial nonergodic plateau of g 2 (t) À 1, c Á f 2 q ðt a ; TÞ. As shown in Fig. 1d , all data measured for To493 K collapse on a single curve, when reported as a function of t/t a (t a ,T). The validity of this superposition principle confirms the existence of a unique dynamical regime at low T. The scaling breaks at T ¼ 493 K due to a dramatic drop of c Á f 2 q ðt a ; TÞ of B17% in only 20 K (Fig. 1e ). In the macroscopic limit of q-0, the long-time plateau f q (t a , T) is related to the elastic properties of the material and it usually steadily decreases with increasing temperature due to a reducing stiffness 31 . This argument is however not valid in hyper-quenched MG where the first annealing leads usually to an increase in the elastic modulus 32 . In addition the T dependence of the non-ergodicity level should disappear at the inter-particle distances probed in this work 31 . Curiously, the observed decrease occurs before the dynamical crossover in t a (t a , T) and b(t a , T); Fig. 1b ,c and persists with temperature. This early signature of the dynamical transition can be understood as the surprising thermal activation of a second decay step in the correlation function, before the a-process, with a relaxation time, t b , too small to be directly observed in our g 2 (t) À 1, but with a strength which leads to a B33% total reduction of the non-ergodic level associated to the main a-relaxation ( Fig. 2) .
A similar low initial plateau has been reported for few gels and colloidal suspensions [33] [34] [35] but, to the best of our knowledge, never for structural glasses. Indeed there exist just weak signatures of secondary b relaxation processes in the f(q, t) in glass formers 36, 37 . These processes are usually observed through mechanical and dielectric spectroscopy measurements 38 . The most renowned is the Johari-Goldstein (JG) b relaxation, reported in all types of glass formers [39] [40] [41] , which behaves in a symbiotic way with the main aprocess 38 . Its occurrence has been, however, never observed in the temporal decay of f(q, t), likely due to its very weak signature in the time domain accordingly to its broad shape in the frequency range. The JG relaxation has been reported in mechanical studies of our MG (ref. 32 ), however we rule out a possible connection with the process here observed, because at the lowest heating rate, 0.5 K min À 1 , its activation temperature is lower than the one here found and would still decrease if long isotherms were performed. If present, the JG should be already active at the lowest investigated T and thus cannot be identified with the observed thermally activated process. The existence of fast additional b-processes beyond the well-known JG ones has been recently reported also through mechanical measurements in La-based MG (ref. 42) , and ascribed to the presence of a variety of mobile atomic pairs active at low temperatures which then merge with the a-process at high T. Our process is thus still different, as it appears at high temperatures, together with the a one.
Structural evolution. To get insight on the atomic rearrangements behind the observed dynamics, we have investigated by XRD the evolution of the S(q) following the same thermal protocol. Previous works have shown that an accurate investigation of position and shape of the FSDP allows to track the subtle structural changes associated to structural defects annihilation in hyper-quenched MG (refs 3,9,43) . However, the overall view can be obtained only through a real-space analysis, for which large-angle high-quality data are necessary 10 . We have thus performed two experiments, with a set-up allowing to investigate a q-range around the FSDP with high resolution, and, successively, a set-up allowing to access up to qE25 Å À 1 to extract the pair distribution function G(r). Figure 3 reports data collected at the beginning of each isotherm. The most direct information comes from the fitting of the FSDP that we model with an asymmetric pseudo-Voigt function 43 . The temperature evolution of the position q 0 of the FSDP has been largely used for tracking volume changes 3-5 : (q 0 (298 K)/q 0 (T, t a )) 3 ¼ V(T, t a )/V 0 , with V 0 the room temperature volume. The validity of this approach has been contested due to the different temperature behaviour of the other maxima of S(q) (ref. 44 ), but it has been confirmed very recently and explained with the direct connection of FSDP to the medium range order 10 . In our case, the volume thermal expansion coefficient obtained by the relative q 0 change, a q ¼ (3.5±0.1) Â 10 À 5 K À 1 , is in very good agreement with the macroscopic coefficient 45 , confirming the validity of this approach for our MG. Figure 4a reports the temperature and time evolution of V/V 0 : for each isotherm a slight volume reduction is observed with time, which can be interpreted as a structural defects (or density inhomogeneities) annihilation, and can be fitted with the exponential law xðt a Þ ¼ ðx 0 À x 1 Þe À t a =t V þ x 1 , where x(t a ) ¼ V(T, t a )/V 0 and t V is the characteristic time at each T. At constant temperature, the only phenomenon taking place is aging: no side effects, such as thermal expansion or temperature-induced change in the atomic mobility, are present. As temperature increases the total isothermal densification decreases, as shown in Fig. 4b . At the highest investigated T, 513 K, there is no further volume reduction, corresponding to the full structural defects annihilation. Such complete release is concomitant with the crossover between aging regimes observed with XPCS ( Fig. 1b ), suggesting that structural defects annihilation is responsible for the fast aging. However, while they are of the same order of magnitude, the aging rate t* and t V display a different T dependence, being the first one almost T independent whereas the latter decreases with T, accordingly with a higher atomic mobility (Fig. 4d ). As shown in Fig. 4c the densification is accompanied by a continuous narrowing of the FSDP, which exhibits aging itself and goes on even when there is no further densification. It has been shown that the FSDP in MG is mostly related to the atomic arrangements for rZ6 Å (ref. 46) , and its width has been often used to calculate the correlation length over which the period of a repeated unit survives 47 . Its narrowing is thus an indicator of an increasing medium range order. A fit of the relative width G/G 0 with the same exponential law allows us to obtain the characteristic time for this narrowing, t G , which, inversely from t V , increases with T ( Fig. 4d ). This slowing down can be understood in terms of a reduced ability for the atoms to rearrange because of the concomitant densification. At the same time, the total isothermal change in G/G 0 increases with T, indicating that the ordering becomes more efficient. If we take the average of the two characteristic times, t V and t G , the agreement with t* is impressive (Fig. 4d ). We can thus associate the fast dynamical aging to both processes: a structural defects annihilation and a medium range ordering, as far as they affect density. Once the structural defects are completely annihilated, no further density change can take place, thus XPCS does not see aging and we enter in the stationary regime. Here, t a (T, t a ) is still many orders of magnitude larger than the extrapolated value in the supercooled liquid 29 , confirming that the system is still a glass, and the structural relaxation takes place through an ordering mechanism which does not affect density anymore.
As reported above, the crossover between the two dynamical regimes is accompanied by a sudden decrease of the shape parameter b(T, t a ), which however, remains 41. This means that while residual stresses due to the presence of structural defects have been annihilated, other stresses still exist with a different origin, likely related to a frustration in the repetition and ordering of the atomic clusters, similarly to the structural rigidity suggested for network glasses by topological constraints models 48 . This result suggests a discontinuous release of stresses in MG at the atomic level, although a steady volume reduction. Finally, starting from T ¼ 493 K, the FSDP narrowing becomes sharper, revealing a more important ordering process. This is also the activation temperature of the secondary faster relaxation process observed with XPCS. To get a deeper understanding of this latter, we have analysed the position and width of the neighbours shells in G(r) up to 13 Å: Fig. 5 reports them for the peaks located at r 1 ¼ 2.79 Å, r 2 ¼ 4.67 Å (the peak at r 3 ¼ 5.34 Å changing accordingly) and r 4 ¼ 7 Å. Tiny changes due to aging are beyond our resolution, except during the first isotherm. Here we observe the shrinking of the nearest neighbours shell and expansion of the next-nearest neighbours one, corresponding to the simultaneous annihilation of n-type (denser) and p-type (less dense) defects, distributed on different length scales, as recently reported 10 . Successive heating leads to the thermal expansion of the first two shells, and the increase of the nearest neighbours width due to thermal vibrations.
The most interesting behaviour is the one of the third shell (r 4 ), corresponding to the medium range and more directly connected to the FSDP. Here we observe a continuous narrowing, while the position is almost T independent up to 493 K, where it suddenly starts to increase. We can thus understand the secondary relaxation as due to the thermal activation of atomic rearrangements in the medium range, favouring an increase in the ordering correlation length for T/T g Z0.79: this suggests that it is a precursor of crystallization which indeed starts at slightly higher temperatures (Supplementary Note 2).
Discussion
Our study highlights the importance of performing a simultaneous accurate investigation of both dynamical and structural features to obtain the overall view of the complex scenario occurring at the atomic level in MG. We find that the subtle structural changes usually observed by XRD studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] give raise to dramatic dynamical features as revealed by XPCS, like a peculiar fast aging at low temperatures or the thermal activation of a surprising secondary relaxation process at high temperature. In particular our work shows that we do observe aging in the atomic motion only if there is a simultaneous structural change affecting the density. This correlation between dynamics and structure is likely independent on the precise details of the aging which instead could depend on the history or composition of the glass. Figure 6 shows a schematic view of our results. The decay of the intensity correlation functions obtained with XPCS ( Fig. 6a) can be associated to particles movements in the probed sample volume. In a very approximate way, the g 2 (t) can therefore be viewed as a measurement of the overlap between an initial state of the glass (blue circles in the squared box) and its temporal evolution (green circles in the squared box). Looking now to the two aging regimes observed in this work, we can interpret the fast aging, associated to density changes, as the one taking place when particles move so much that the number of particles in the probed volume actually changes (density change, squares in Fig. 6b ). During this regime the decay of the g 2 (t) shifts also towards longer time scales with annealing time and consequently t a increases (Fig. 1a) .
Differently, when density inhomogeneities are fully annihilated, the number of particles in the probed volume is constant, but still they slightly move, thus the glass changes configuration and becomes more ordered while keeping the same density (medium range ordering, squares in Fig. 6c ). From the dynamical point of view this regime corresponds to a constant structural relaxation time t a (Fig. 1b) .
The typical aging observed at macroscopic scales 2 suggests that the system still stiffens with time independently on the actual microscopic mechanism (Fig. 6b,c) .
From the point of view of the potential energy landscape [49] [50] [51] , the fast aging regime corresponds to the thermal activation of a cascade of jumps from a high-energy local minimum to a deeper relaxed state, in agreement with the avalanches-based relaxation recently reported in numerical simulations and mechanical measurements [52] [53] [54] . Once all the stresses related to the hyper-quenching and corresponding to density defects are released, the material is in a sort of relaxed denser state relatively to the experimental thermal protocol. This does not mean that all stresses are annihilated as their presence is still confirmed by the compressed decay of the correlation curves. At this stage, the system is trapped in a local minimum of the potential energy landscape in a macroscopically relaxing matrix in agreement with the localized dynamics reported in ref. 53 , suggesting the existence of liquid-like regions 55 . We are in the regime where no dynamical aging is observed anymore at the atomic scale even if macroscopic observables still evolve continuously with time towards the equilibrium liquid values 2, 28, 56 .
The evolution from the first to the second relaxation mechanism could be read as a ductile to brittle transition [57] [58] [59] . Indeed the as-cast MG, with continuous irreversible atomic rearrangements associated to density changes, appears as very ductile, with extremely large embrittlement times. The disappearance of the first mechanism suggests a loss of ductility and the possibility of annealing-induced embrittlement in agreement also with the brittle behaviour of Pd-based MG for low cooling rates 59 . To confirm this interpretation, however, further mechanical investigations are required, which are out of our scope.
In our study we report also the first direct experimental observation of an additional relaxation process in the temporal evolution of the f(q, t), with a decay time much faster than that of the main structural relaxation. It is important to underline that a secondary process does not involve the motion of the entire matrix, which remains governed by the last decay (structural relaxation), still slow and with a characteristic time of the order of a thousands of seconds at the atomic level. We relate this secondary process to an incipient crystallization as its thermal activation coincides with a marked increase in the medium range ordering and a dilatation of the third shell. Its activation means that on increasing temperature, some fast degrees of freedom frozen in the deep glassy state are reactivated, likely related to the onset of nucleation or to a phase separation before crystallization, as it occurs just few temperature steps below the detection of incipient crystallization in the XRD spectra and the corresponding increase in the static component of the XPCS data (Supplementary Note 2). Of course the confirmation of this interpretation requires further investigations which are beyond the purpose of this work.
It is worth underlying that these results provide a direct connection between dynamical and structural microscopic evolutions in MG which is fundamental for developing a microscopic theory for aging and ultimately design new amorphous materials with improved stability. Finally, the understanding of the atomic motion and aging in MG opens also the way to the comprehension of similar mechanisms in complex systems like jammed soft materials and many biological systems, being glasses often considered as archetypes of out-of-equilibrium systems 60 .
Methods
Sample preparation. The samples were produced as thin ribbons by arc melt spinning the pure elements at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia as explained in ref. 29 . The resulting metallic ribbons have a thickness of 15 ± 4 mm, close to the optimal value for maximizing the scattered intensity while keeping a reasonable contrast in the XPCS experiments.
X-ray photon-correlation spectroscopy. XPCS experiments were performed at the ID10 beamline at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble, France, by using an incident X-ray beam wavelength l ¼ 1.55 Å, and a coherent flux of B10 10 photons per second per 200 mA. The experimental set-up and the data treatment are discussed in detail in refs 15,61. The dynamics was measured during long isotherm steps at different selected temperatures in the glass while T was increased with a fixed rate of 3 K min À 1 . At every T, the S(q) was measured as well and the reproducibility of the results has been checked in a second experiment.
XRD measurements. XRD experiments were performed at the ID15B beamline at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility with an incident wavelength l ¼ 0.1425 Å. Up to five ribbons were put together for improving the scattered intensity and the signal to noise ratio. The first experiment was done using a twodimensional (2D) Pixium detector located far from the sample at an angle corresponding to the position q 0 of the FSDP, to maximize the resolution. In the second experiment a 2D MAR345 Imaging Plate was used instead, centred with respect to the incident beam and located close to the sample to access up to qE25 Å and to be able to calculate with a good resolution the pair distribution function G(r).
XRD data analysis. Experimental intensities have been normalized and reported to absolute units following a standard procedure 43 . More in detail, assuming independent atomic contributions to the scattering, S(q) is calculated as:
where Z tot is the sum, weighted by the atomic concentrations, of the atomic numbers Z of the atoms, I C is the Compton scattering calculated as the sum of the individual atomic components and f eff is the effective electronic form factor, calculated as the weighted sum of the atomic scattering factors, divided by Z tot . I s is the sample scattering, after subtraction of the empty cell and a is a densitydependent normalization factor, which is found following the iterative procedure reported in ref. 62 . The 2D images have been integrated in slices parallel and perpendicular to the ribbon axis to check the presence of structural anisotropy and its possible evolution with time and temperature. The results of this analysis, shown in the Supplementary Note 3, reveal that a slight anisotropy does exist but does not evolve during the whole thermal protocol. The G(r) has then been calculated by a sine Fourier transformation of S(q) for qr13 Å À 1 , the higher qs being too noisy:
where G(r) is the atomic pair distribution function and r the average atomic density. The first shell, located at r 1 ¼ 2.79 Å, has been fitted using an asymmetric gaussian function, while all the other shells using from 2-4 gaussian functions.
